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Abstract—The present paper is devoted to show and 

formalize logistics problems emerging on boarders between 

different logistics environments while crossing them by supply 

chain. The said problems consist of increasing logistics risk and 

transaction costs. It is shown that the solution of these problems 

constitutes a significant reserve for increasing the competitive 

advantage. The comparative-analytical approach is used to 

build a double-prism model of international logistics 

management. Crossborder supply chain integration is 

formalized using vector representation in a pair of n-

dimensional spaces of logistic significant marketing variables. A 

prospective model of digital real-virtual cyberspace is presented 

as a hypothetical example of a fully digitalized logistics 

infrastructure. Didactic use of paper materials is explained. 

Keywords — artificial intelligence, digitizing logistics 

infrastructure, logistics mix, marketing mix, operational risks,  

prismatic models, real-virtual cyberspace, swarm of drones  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Minimizing logistical risks and transaction costs are 
currently a substantial reserve for achieving a competitive 
advantage. Taking in an account that problems of crossborder 
integration of supply chains exist not only in international 
business but in domestic one for heterogeneous markets (as 
Russia) we have decided to use conceptual approaches 
developed for international logistics [1, Ch. 1]. As it was 
estimated [2, p. 11] average costs for international logistics 
were 25–35% of the sale price of goods [Long, 2004, p. 11]. 
Based on this, they estimate total annual world logistics costs 
as equil to $5–6,5 trln. approximately. At the same time, they 
consider [3] the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) 
could reduce worldwide trade costs (where logistics costs 
make a substantial contribution) by between 10% and 18%. 

In Russia – a very large country with heterogeneous 
regional markets – the problem of logistics transaction costs 
and risks is particularly acute. Russian logistics costs in prices 
of final products could be 20-70%.In comparison with other 
large countries (USA, Canada, and China), the share of 
logistical costs in the Russian GDP is significantly higher 
(+49%, + 46%, +19%, respectively). Not only the size of 
Russia determines the large logistics costs, but the following 
problems [4]: (1) difficult general economic situation and 
social tensions in all sectors of society; (2) long-term 
underestimation of the meaning of the sphere of product 
circulation in the economy and, therefore, logistics [N.B.! up 
to 1990s logistics discipline was not delivered in Russian 
economic universities]; (3) obsolete infrastructure (first of all, 
digital communications, roads and vehicles themselves) and 
its slow development; (4) substantial lag in the use of modern 
technologies (digital ones included) for the movement, 

transportation, storage and packaging of goods; (5) low level 
of development of production and technical and technological 
base of warehousing; (6) poor development of the industry for 
the production of modern packaging; (7) high degree of 
operational logistics risks (both due to the human factor, and 
due to IT soft/hard errors); (8) relatively low level of 
conceptualization of logistics and – last but not least – (9) lack 
of formalized (digitalized), clear, and detailed descriptions of 
logistic functions/operations, coordinated with other business 
processes of organization.  Understanding an exceptionally 
wide range of all issues related to the problems of improving 
logistics, in this article we confined ourselves to the task of 
minimizing the logistics risks and transaction costs emerging 
during crossing the border between different logistic spaces (it 
doesn't matter within a country or between countries).  

The results of a non-formal survey of Russian students and 
a number of managers have shown that the following 
proposition still holds true [5]: “The big problem is that so 
many do not actually understand what logistics is.” Therefore, 
there are a few logistics concepts presented necessary to define 
one of digital applications to be used to match a pair of supply 
chain parts located in different logistics environments. Finally, 
there are many definitions of international logistics but all of 
the have a similar feature could be illustrated by the following 
[6]: “International logistics involves the management of these 
resources in a company's supply chain across at least one 
international border”. This addition – concerning to the 
obvious fact of crossing at least one international border – to 
the classical convenient CSCMP general (non-international) 
definition of logistics can hardly internationalize the subject 
defined for the purpose of better understanding scope and sense 
of international logistics. On the opposite side of the trial to 
understand international logistics a descriptive approach takes 
place [7; 8, p. 51.]. These authors having passed through a 
number of business functions took place in international trade 
operations gave an obvious evidence that the canvas of 
international trade and – in more wider context – international 
business is well-reinforced by international logistics functions.  

However, both of these approaches are far, in our opinion, 
from the conceptualization of international logistics, which we 
consider as a methodology for operationalizing the task of 
cross-border supply chain integration.   

II. CONCEPTUALIZING INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS 

The history of marketing thought – in full conformity with 
the Gripstrud’s subtitle of his conceptual article (“Time to 
regain lost territory?”) [9] – confirms the genetic proximity 
between marketing and logistics. In particular, this is 
confirmed by the close relationship between marketing and 
logistics activities in marketing channels [10; 11; 12; 13; 14]. 

International Conference on Digital Transformation in Logistics and Infrastructure (ICDTLI 2019) 
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Sometimes they even said [15] about “natural inseparability” 
between marketing and logistics. Finally, logistics and 
marketing have the same DNA – an exchange considered as 
their initial and basic category. Beginning from the cult article 
by Richard Bagozzi [16], the statement concerning the core 
place and meaning of exchange for the marketing theory has 
been repeatedly confirmed [17]. 

Therefore, this genetic relationship between marketing 
and logistics could be considered as proved and we suppose 
the “marketing approach” [18] could be used for 
conceptualizing the subject of international logistics.  

Note once again that "international logistics" is used here 
to represent a pair of different logistics environments only. It 
does not matter whether these logistics environments are in 
different countries or in one country. They should be more or 
less different for arising the problem of the crossborder 
integration of supply chain. The main conclusion is the 
possibility of applying a well-developed marketing theory for 
the case of conceptualizing logistics. As a result, we consider 
eligible the use of marketing concepts, models and 
approaches, such as “marketing mix”, “marketing ecology” 
[19, Ch. 2], and “comparatively-analytical approach” [20].  

By omitting a number of former intermediate evidences [1, 
Ch. 1], we give a definition for a logistics mix that plays an 
equally important role in supply chain integration as the 
marketing mix for connecting a seller with buyers or target 
market. International/domestic logistics mix is a set of logistics 
functions/operations (managed or controllable variables) that 
provides cross-border product movement in accordance with 
essential terms and conditions of sale contract (supported by 
transportation contract and corresponding payments) that 
should be adjusted to specifics of corresponding dimensions of 
logistics environment in the host (destination) country/region. 
Taking into account the fact that any logistic operations must 
be provided with relevant documents, we have proposed the 
notion codified logistics mix; namely [ibid]: a contract package 
and supporting documents/procedures that are necessary to 
realize legal, reliable and effective cross-border movements of 
complex logistics flows (product, financial, and information 
ones) to provide the integrity of corresponding crossborder 
supply chain. Finally, we present an object function of logistics 
management – integrating cross-border parts of supply chains 
provided decreasing logistics risks and transaction costs. 

III. PRISMATIC MODELS OF LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 

AND REPRESENTATIONS OF THE TASK OF CROSSBORDER 

INTEGRATING SUPPLY CHAINS  

The main purpose of this section is to show the principle 
of cross-border supply chain integration and the 
multidimensionality of this task, which requires the adoption 
of digital technologies. To better understand the nature of the 
cross-border passage of logistic flows, we have used the 
analogy with the passage of a beam of white light 
(quasioptimal logistics mix A) through a glass prism (fig. 1). 

The managed variables are presented in papers [21; 22] 
like flexible tools for adjusting complex structured processes. 
Whereas one of common interpretations of 7R is [23, p. 35]: 
“Ensuring the availability of the right product, in the right 
quantity and the right condition, at the right place, at the right 
time, for the right customer, at the right cost”. It is easy to 
notice the following contradiction – 7R is a desired logistics 
result while logistics mix – as a “sibling” of marketing mix – 
must be composed of managed variables that are considered 

as flexible tools serve for adjusting a quasioptimal logistics 
mix A (LMA) to conditions of logistics environment B or for 
converting the LMA to the LMB (fig. 2).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. A conceptual prismatic model of dissipation of logistics mix 

components while logistics flows are crossing the border between 

different logistics environments 

Legend:  

LMA – quasioptimal logistics mix for logistics environment A; CBD – 

crossborder mismatching of logistics mix components; 7R – mnemonic 
representation of successful execution of a logistics task; CBC –  

crossborder conditions. 

Source: designed by authors 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. A conceptual double prism model  of logistics management, 

designed to show the principle of adapting logistics mix A to the 

conditions of the logistic environment B 

Legend:  

LMA – quasioptimal logistics mix for logistics environment A; LMB – 

quasioptimal logistics mix for logistics environment B; 7R – mnemonic 
representation of successful execution of a logistics task; CBC –  

crossborder conditions; LMC – logistics management corrections. 

Source: designed by authors 

Therefore, a controllable logistics mix could serve for 
crossborder integrating supply chains and consequently for 
minimizing logistics transaction costs and risks. However, we 
should make further additional notes concerning the nature of 
logistics risks.These prismatic models above could serve as 
didactic materials only to be used in economic universities for 
better understanding reasons of dissipation of logistics mix 
and considering ways how logistics managers could readjust 
this logistics mix to changed environment. However, real 
logistic variables (controllable as well as uncontrollable ones) 
should be considered herein to become closer to practice of 
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adjusting logistics functions/operations to changed logistics 
environment. Consider two sources that systematize data of 
interest for cross-border supply chain integration – textbook 
[8, p. 51] and professional Logistics Performance Index (LPI) 
[24] created by analogy with KPI forms (N.B.! Russian 
Federation had 86th aggregated LPI rank or 64.2% from the 
rank of the highest performer). Now, let's spend two 
imaginary experiments on the basis of two sources above.  

Suppose that in region A the supplier has created a quasi-
optimal logistics mix A. According to data from [8, p. 51] 
logistics manager has to estimate following variables of 
logistics environment B and adjust accordingly the logistics 
mix A (table 1).   

TABLE I.  SOME MEASURES FOR ADJUSTING LOGISTICS MIX 

Dissimilarities could be revealed 
in logistics environment B 

Possible changes/measures 
necessary to do, concerning 

logistics mix A 

Sociocultural variables relevant to 
logistic functions (including 
cultural / language infrastructure 
variables) 

- Studying new business culture 
and modifying managers’ 
behavior. 
- Translating contract documents. 

Different vehicles, carriers, forms 
of transport documents, 
unexpected changing distances 
and transit time 

Prior study of these features and 
making adjustments 

Legal status and business practice 
of intermediaries included in the 
next part of supply chain. 

Prior study of previous 
experiences (if any) and making 
adjustments (personal contacts 
included) 

Unknown logistics risks and 
dangers  

Prior identifying logistics risks and 
dangers and preparing tools of the 
relevant risk management. 

Reliable and valid insurers and 
insurance terms 

Prior control and buyer’s 
(consignee’s) acceptance in 
writing 

Validity and accept of selected 
conditions and means of 
international payments 

Prior control and buyer’s 
(consignee’s) acceptance in 
writing 

Terms of delivery (currently 
Incoterms® 2010); 

Careful selection and buyer’s 
(consignee’s) acceptance in 
writing 

Specific customs clearance and 
related procedures (if any) 

Applying to customs broker 
(obligatory for the first experience) 

Logistics Security for danger 
cargoes 

Following relevant instructions 
(special marking and signaling 
included) 

Specifics concerning assortment 
and forms of  accompanying 
documentation 

Careful paperwork and/or applying 
to corresponding consulting 
organization or buyer (consignee) 

Source: compiled and adapted to the aim of the present paper by authors 
on the basis of [8, p. 51] and personal in-depth interview with a set of 
logistics managers  

 
Now we reproduce six indicators of The World Bank’s 

Logistics Performance Index (LPI) [24] with a nature of 
logistics risk given in round brackets in italics: (1) the 
efficiency of customs and border management clearance (risk 
of delays); (2) the quality of trade- and transport-related 
infrastructure (risk of сargo loss/damage; risk of delays; 
destination errors); (3) the ease of arranging competitively 
priced international shipments (competitiveness risk); (4) the 
competence and quality of logistics services (operational risks 
from overcapacity, congestion, backlogs and bottlenecking  as 
well as resulting from disruption by labor unions, strikes, 
work stoppages); (5) the ability to track and trace 
consignments (risk of сargo loss/damage; risk of delays; 
destination errors); and (6) the frequency with which 
shipments reach consignees within the scheduled or expected 
delivery time (risk of delays; destination errors).  

Comparing data in table 1. with the set of LPI indicators 
above they could note that number and nature of logistics 
functions/operation with built-in risks is substantially 
increasing while cargo (goods) cross national/regional border 
and some of variables of logistics environment are drastically 
changed. Besides, there are a lot of hidden variables in a 
logistics mix. For example, the Incoterms® 2010 is mentioned 
in the table 1 as a logistics variable to be considered from the 
viewpoint of terms of delivery. However, on the one hand, 
there are 11 terms in the set of Incoterms® 2010 (apart from 
variations). On the other hand, every of these terms has 10A 
and 10B descriptions. We suppose that this example is 
sufficient to show the exceptional multidimensionality and 
complexity of the practical adjusting a logistics mix to 
conditions of the new / modified logistic environment. To 
finalize this section a vector representation of a crossborder 
integration of supply chain is presented (fig. 3) that could be 
considered as a first conceptual step toward digital integrating 
logistics infrastructure.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. A simplified two-dimensional vector representation of cross-

border supply chain integration by adapting logistics mix A to logistics 
environment B 

Legend:  

OA – logistics mix A; OB – logistics mix B; AB – representation of an 
adapting program to be done to integrate a supply chain while crossing 

the border between logistics environments A and B.  

Source: designed by authors 

 

Let us turn to the n-dimensional logistics environment A  

and present the corresponding quasioptimal logistics mix OA 

in matrix form: 

 

OA11 OA12 OA13 … OA1n 

OA21 OA22 OA23 … OA2n 

OA31 OA32 OA33 … OA3n 

… … … … … 

OAm1 OAm2 OAm3 … OAmn 

 

Repeat the same operation to represent the quasioptimal 
logistics mix OB in the logistics environment B and get: 

OB11 OB12 OB13 … OB1n 

OB21 OB22 OB23 … OB2n 

OB31 OB32 OB33 … OB3n 

… … … … … 

OBm1 OBm2 OBm3 … OBmn 

 

In accordance with the vector representation in Fig. 2, it is 
necessary to identify the difference between the coordinates 

L2 

L1 

A (La1, La2) 

B (Lb1, L2b) 

0 
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of the points A (vector OA) and B (vector OB) in 
corresponding n-dimensional logistic environment. This 
difference will show the necessary changes in logistics 
functions / operations that should be made with the help of 
logistics managementin (fig. 2), in order to adapt logistics mix 
A to dissimilar dimensions of logistics environment B (OB – 
OA = AB). Of course, some of elements in the matrix AB 
below will be zero; that is, no changes in the logistics mix A 
will be required. A number of other minor elements in the 
same matrix could be neglected. 

AB11 AB12 AB13 … AB1n 

AB21 AB22 AB23 … AB2n 

AB31 AB32 AB33 … AB3n 

… … … … … 

ABm1 ABm2 ABm3 … ABmn 

 

Before proceeding to the analytical description of the 
prospective model of the Arctic digital real-virtual 
cyberspace, it is necessary to make a comment on the holistic 
approach to the logistics infrastructure. This approach, as it is 
mentioned in a previous section, consider an expanded 
understanding of logistics as science and art of managing 
different duplex flows (material, informational, financial, and 
human). Metaphorically, it looks like a combination of nerve 
signals, as well as blood, lymph, food and water flows 
necessary for the normal functioning of a living organism. 
And all this is done under the control of the brain, in the role 
of which – in the case of a digitized logistics infrastructure – 
a digital infrastructure space works (fig. 4).  

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Conceptual model of three-part digitized logistics 

infrastructure 

Legend: 

S&H – software and hardware for the functioning of the logistics 

infrastructure; FPhI – facilities of physical infrastructure 
(aerospace systems included) 

Source: designed by the authors 

The digital economy as a whole – from the viewpoint of 
logistics – is presented as a complex IT platform providing 
innovative, balanced and effective development and using a 
digitized logistical infrastructure. Digital logistics manages 
not only information collection, storage and processing in the 
systems ensuring the “right” movement of material items 
carried on various types of transportation means, but also 
systems of trade exchange, production, and all other key 
business processes in supply chains. Besides, digitized 

logistics infrastructure is valuable from the viewpoint of 
sustainable development where logistics activities are not 
limited to providing logistics services only. Now much 
attention is paid to innovations in the light of sustainable 
logistics that are defined as [25]: “The implementation of a 
for-the-firm new, or significantly improved, service, process, 
or organization in a logistics activity, that contributes to a 
more environmentally and/or socially sustainable 
development”. Therefore, contemporary digitized logistics 
infrastructure has to serve three classes of tasks: economic, 
environmental and social ones. Therefore, the number of 
variables characterizing logistics environments (m, n) has 
been drastically increased and early “trial and error” logistics 
methods based on check-lists and personal experience of 
logistics managers are unacceptable now. Digitizing logistics 
infrastructure permits to use advanced innovative digital 
technologies from rather simple ones (e.g., digitalized barcode 
equipment, different mobile applications, digitalized toll 
plazas [26]) to much more sophisticated (e.g., Big Data [27] 
and other advanced technologies of Fourth Industrial 
Revolution [28]).    

IV. PROSPECTIVE MODEL OF ARCTIC DIGITAL REAL-

VIRTUAL CYBERSPACE AS AN EXAMPLE OF DIGITALIZED 

LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE   

First of all it is necessary to explain why the Arctic Zone 
of Russian Federation (AZRF) has been chosen as an example 
of prospective digitizing its logistics infrastructure. Note that 
we use herein the term “logistics infrastructure” due to the fact 
of a broader interpretation of logistics as a complex set of real 
(physical) and virtual (digital) facilities supporting controlled 
duplex movements of logistics flows of different nature 
(material, financial, informational and even human). 
Factually, logistics infrastructure is an important universal 
network to connect the AZRF with other part of Russia and 
foreign countries. The AZRF’s industries create about 12,5% 
(by other estimations up to 15,0%) of Russian GDP while its 
population is about 2,2% of the population of Russian 
Federation. Then, Russia has by far the largest Arctic 
coastline, more than 17,500 kilometers long. So, the AZRF is 
very important from military viewpoints. To understand better 
the state of the Art in AZRF’s logistics infrastructure outputs 
of corresponding SWOT-analysis are presented in Table 2.  

Strengths. Taking into account space-and-industry 
fragmentariness of the AZRF, its huge space and the 
remoteness of corresponding fragments from federal and 
regional centers of governance the government politics and 
direct participation (through government organizations and 
public-private partnership) in developing the AZRF’s logistics 
infrastructure is absolutely necessary. The main and 
indisputable argument for this statement is the progress of 
Soviet Arctic politics and its decadence during first decades of 
Russia. The North Sea Route (NSR) inherited from the Soviet 
period and intensively modernized nowadays should be 
considered not only as a backbone of a Russian Siberian-
Arctic logistics mega-infrastructure (fig. 5) but as a backbone 
structure for implementation numerous projects digitizing and 
integrating partial logistics infrastructures of the AZRF. As it 
was announced in the very beginning of 2019 Russian 
government has decided to increase drastically the Arctic 
investments (digitalizing issues included). According to the 
complex plan "Realization of the mineral and logistical 
potential of the Arctic"118 projects are announced (March 
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2019) and a total budget for them should be equal to $178 bln., 
(https://www.vestifinance.ru/articles/116165). 

Weaknesses. For implementing the state programme 
“Socioeconomic Development of the Arctic Zone of the 
Russian Federation” (AZRF Program), the Ministry of 
Economic Development of Russian Federation and Ministry 
of Industry and Trade of Russian Federation have been 
assigned by Russian government in 2014 as program 
performer executive and program co-performer, respectively 
[29]. Besides, ten federal ministries, services, agencies, and 
organizations have been assigned as the participants of the 
AZRF Program. It is not so difficult to assume a further 
ramification of governing structures on municipal-regional 
levels. The only means of overcoming expected information 
losses and distortions in the said governing structures could be 
presented by a hypothetical holistic computerized information 
network for the AZRF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE II.  SWOT-ANALYSIS MATRIX, CONCERNING STATE OF THE 

ART AND PROSPECTIVE OF DEVELOPMENT OF LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE 

OF THE ARCTIC ZONE OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION   

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

Assignment a variety of projects 
commonly known as “Digital 

Arctic” 

High achievements of domestic 
IT specialists 

High quality human capital 

involved 
Favorable geographical position 

as a West-East-West logistics 

bridge 
Positive consequences of climate 

changes 

Positive administrative, 
institutional, and financial 

factors for implementing RF 

state Arctic politics 
Rather high investment 

attractiveness for private  / 

foreign investors 
Development of Arctic-focused 

hard and soft  

The presence of the NSR 
considered as a backbone of 

AZRF’s logistics infrastructure 

Participation of Ministry of 
Emergency (ME) and Army 

forces 

Theoretical and practical heritage 
of Russian Arctic studies  

Uneven distribution of resources 
and production and difficult 

logistics 

Weakened and not-fully restored 
state Arctic politics  

Raw material exporting model of 

development 
High vulnerability to severe 

weather changes and natural 

disasters  
Law level of coordination 

between different Arctic actors 

and regulators 
Substantial risk for private / 

foreign investors 

Weak development of existing 
fragmented extremely  logistics 

infrastructure 

Lack of holistic computerized 
information network for the 

AZRF as a whole 

Insufficient scientific analysis and 
forecasting 

Slow implementing Arctic-

oriented innovations 

Dissociation of research 

organizations     

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Expected program of digitizing 

the AZRF 
Increasing world demand for 

natural resources 

Expected formation an 
institutionalization of 

“supporting zones”  

Targeted and selective labor 
migration 

Significant improvement in 

business and investment climate  
Innovative Arctic technologies  

Digitalizing monitoring and 

management 
Developing Arctic UAV fleet 

system in the frame of AeroNet 

(Action Plan of National 
Technological Initiative) 

Outflow of IT specialist well-

informed in Arctic peculiarities 
Negative consequences of climate 

changes 

Problems of regional 
institutionalization and overall 

regional governance 

Unfair domestic competition for 
budget money and 

administrative contradictions 

Outflow of highly qualified 
personnel as a result of 

weakening state politics 

Adverse volatility of hydrocarbon 
prices* 

State budget restrictions due to an 

arms race  
Further anti-Russia sanctions 

Legend: 

*as consequences of a worldwide crisis; 

NSR – North Sea Route;   

Source: [30] revised and replenished by the authors from the viewpoint 

of logistics infrastructure meaning for Russian Federation and problems 
of its development. 

It sounds strange, but the mainly right statement of the 
AZRF Strategy – “After the partial digital regional areas are 
created, the integration of them must be completed on the level 
of the AZRF as a whole. Therefore, a new phenomenon of an 
“e-Arctic” zone based on coastal settlements interconnected 
by telecommunications along the NSR should emerge.” [30] 
– is practically not detailed in the AZRF Program. Probably, a 
lot of work is to be done for developing the relevant 
subprograms (new ones are on the way now). Finally, our so-
called “fast and cheap” research carried out as a reviewing a 
substantial number of Russian articles and conference 
proceedings relevant to items of Russian Arctic has revealed 
dozens appropriate works but comparing its lists of references 
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forces to doubt that a good networking between authors 
(organizations) exist. Taking into account an interdisciplinary 
nature of the problem of creating a digital logistics 
infrastructure in the AZRF, it seems that a role of coordinator 
for a corresponding research could be assigned to polytechnic 
universities of Russia. Such a decision could help to use better 
and multiply achievements of Russian Arctic studies and 
related to IT innovations. Finally, there is a conflict of interest 
between different Russian AZRF’s stakeholders.  

Threats. Analyzing the content of box “Threats” (table 2) 
can conclude that any limitations of the Arctic program state 
budget items jeopardize implementation of the logistics 
infrastructure digitalization program. Indeed, on the one hand, 

any negative financial causal relationships of the “Threats  
Strengths” category create vulnerabilities for almost all of 
components necessary for effective and fast digitizing the 
AZRF: (1) closing or freezing the projects of class “Digital 
Arctic”; (2) slowing development of Arctic-focused hard and 
soft; (3) decreasing the investment attractiveness for private / 
foreign investors; (4) facilities and equipment for monitoring 
logistics flows of different nature, and (5) downsizing 
theoretical and applied research concerning issues of AZRF’s 
digital logistics infrastructure. On the other hand, the negative 

financial casual relationships of the “Threats  Strengths” 
category exacerbate problems of digitizing the AZRF’s 
logistics infrastructure/ namely: (1) further deterioration of an 
underdeveloped computerized information network intended 
to serve as a framework for building a prospective digital 
AZRF’s logistics infrastructure; (2) freezing development of 
AZRF’s transport logistics infrastructure (including digital 
monitoring); (3) increasing perceived risks for private / 
foreign investors; and (4) further slowing development and 
implementation of special Arctic digital technological and 
organizational innovations concerning AZRF’s  logistics 
infrastructure.  

Opportunities. Despite the importance of institutional [31] 
and organizational [32] factors for crossborder integrating 
supply chains where the said digitized logistics infrastructure 
should be its universal and flexible framework we are forced 
to concentrate our attention on technological innovations. 
According to our expert judgment based on reviewing relevant 
academic literature and official sources the following main 
technological pillars for sustainable development in the AZRF 
need to be highlighted: (1) digital technologies coupled with 
aerospace, wireless and ground means of telecommunications 
[33]; and (2) air logistics mainly supported by unmanned 
aerial systems (UASs) – remotely piloted aircrafts (RPAs) or 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or “drones” – also 
coordinated and guided with the help of aerospace 
communication means [34; 35]. Both of these technological 
digitized pillars are closely related to each other and are part 
of the digitized logistics infrastructure (fig. 5).  

 
 

Fig. 5. Conceptual model of a prospective digitized logistics 
infrastructure of the AZRF supported by Arctic Aerospace 

Systems (land and sea facilities are not shown)  

Source: [36] with changes made by the authors 

Geographical peculiarities, ecological vulnerability, not-

so-well-arranged logistics connections with the rest of 

Russia, and so-called “administrative remoteness” and 

relatively low feedback with federal governance centers as 

well as a poor transparency of business/social processes in the 

AZRF exacerbate problems of integrating supply chains in 

this zone. The XXX International Scientific Conference 

MMET-30 was focused on items of management systems 

based on supercomputers and high speed means of 

communication. Using such powerful computerized systems 

should create a digitized logistics infrastructure where a 

"digital replica" of AZRF’s “supporting zones” should be 

represented. Next step should be a virtual representation of 

the AZRF’s logistics infrastructure as a whole in a 

“cyberspace” that could be considered as a tool of logistics 

management. 

Naturally, according to the principle of specialization 

applied to collecting, processing and storing relevant 

information (data) concerning development of the AZRF they 

should arrange and direct information flows according to 

following domains (subspaces) that are categorized but not 

limited to: (1) major “smart cities” (factually, centers of 

“supporting zones”); (2) tracking mobile filed camps 

necessary for different Arctic research; (3) monitoring 

inbound and outbound logistics on territories where oil/gas 

and other mineral resources extraction takes place; (4) 

surveillance on recreational areas (extremal tourism groups 

included); (5) surveillance of fishing grounds and gathering 

seafood (anti-poachers actions); (6) organization and control 

of shipping in the Northern Sea Route; (7) providing logistics 

services in favor of defense and protection against natural 

disasters. While digitizing the AZRF they see a huge work to 

be done on the way to creating digital logistics infrastructure 

having networks of partial relationships between different 

actors and institutions, processes and procedures, etc.  

The digital real-virtual cyberspace of the AZRF has to be 

considered not only as charged with logistics functions but as 

a complex and flexible tool of federal/regional governance. 

An appeal to such a tool of indicative planning does not 

contradict property relations in a capitalist economy. On the 

contrary, indicative planning methods supported by digital 

technologies should attenuate inevitable impacts of 

operational risks [37]. However, we estimate operational 

logistics risks as very important menace for successful 
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digitizing logistics infrastructure in the AZRF (and also in 

other Russian regions). Indeed, operational risk is the risk of 

loss resulting from inadequate or failed processes or systems, 

human factors or external events.. Operational risk events in 

logistics infrastructure can occur due to: (1) logistics 

managers are not well-qualified (in the field of modern IT, 

especially); (2) logistics functions / operations that should 

support crossborder integrating are flawed; (3) soft / hard 

systems that should facilitate the activity are broken; and (4) 

unexpected external event occur in home / host logistics 

environment that disrupts an integrity of supply chain. 

However, according to general provisions concerning a 

nature of software architectures it is expected to formulate the 

hypothesis according to which they could get to more 

effective crossborder integration based on coordinated set of 

specialized information systems, means of computer 

modelling and artificial intellect algorithms. An impact of 

feedback channels (fig. 4) has been noted at various levels of 

control with the help of digital technologies. For example 

[38], on microeconomic level, including digital technologies 

on workplaces created a new distinct culture, impacting the 

previous work culture and the general work experience. 

However, on macroeconomic (or mesoeconomic) level, there 

is a much more perspective way of creating a set of partial 

real-virtual logistics infrastructures (RVLIs) that, in our case, 

could be interpreted as the conjunction of digital replica of 

AZRF’s supporting zones with different logistics flows have 

to cross border between dissimilar fragments of logistics 

environment in the AZRF. Under so harsh and volatile Arctic 

conditions, the RVLIs should be exclusively attractive 

because they are characterized [39] as self-star (self-*) 

systems (i.e., self-* = self-awareness, self-configuration, self-

management, self-organization, self-diagnosis, self-

correction and self-repair). Therefore, at this level, impacts 

from the virtual replica of the AZRF on logistics 

infrastructures inside its real (today, mainly probabilistic) 

part should be evident too. 

The logistics infrastructure soft and hard components 

(supercomputers, network servers, monitoring and 

communication satellites, etc.) are to be arranged in such a 

way that Arctic logistics flows (goods, services, information, 

finance and personal) move with minimal risks and 

transaction costs. Therefore, speaking about Arctic logistics 

infrastructures in the AZRF, we mean not only 

cargo/passenger transportation logistics but also logistic 

activities related to intangible operations, namely [40]: (1) 

forwarding services; (2) customs (if any), trade and financial 

activities; (3) service and consultancy services; (4) 

information flows supplying logistics information systems. 

The holistic logistics system in the AZRF should be (in the 

future) an integrated network of navigable seaways (the NSR 

junctions with Great Siberian Rivers – fig. 5), ports, terminals 

and offshore structures interconnected with main railroads, 

airports, roadways, pipelines, and river transport. The typical 

Arctic problem of AZRF’s logistics infrastructure is the clear 

impossibility of the year-round operation of many branches 

of the said infrastructure. Seeking to provide innovative 

logistics solutions for Arctic logistics it should be noted that 

the extended areas of permafrost and the considerable length 

of supply chains place air logistics outside of any competition 

with other logistics means. Besides, using an air logistics 

simplify the problem of crossborder integration of supply 

chain due to “free air mode”. Traditionally the Arctic was 

explored and served – in addition to maritime and terrestrial 

facilities – by aircrafts and helicopters adjusted for 

peculiarities of Arctic environments (using polar airships was 

stopped in the beginning of the last century due to well-

known catastrophes). However, the state of the Art with the 

polar civil aviation in contemporary Russia is considered as a 

very poor one [41]. Therefore, the air logistics dilemma – to 

revitalize previous Arctic aviation projects or leapfrog 

traditional Arctic aviation solutions toward an intensive 

development and implementation such innovative ones as a 

set of drone fleets (UASs)  coordinated and/or guided with 

the help of aerospace communication means (fig. 5) – has to 

be resolved in favor of the latter. In addition, the most 

advanced drone fleets incorporated into digitized logistics 

infrastructure serve as so called distributed processing 

systems (DPS) [42]. Therefore, unlike traditional air logistics 

such drone fleets (swarms) fulfill the principles of DPS – in 

which drones are the nodes, and the system fully manages by 

itself using its internal algorithms and mechanisms. 

Factually, they are talking about AI applications in modern 

drone logistics. It is clearly defined [43] that UAVs are better 

suited for "dull, dirty, or dangerous" missions or D-missions 

than manned aircraft because a man is (or should be) the 

limiting factor in performing certain airborne roles in the said 

risky “D-missions”. Harsh environment of Arctic puts people 

and technics (equipment) in a situation similar to military 

action and UASs having AI components will be the best 

replacement for manned aircrafts. Thus, the digitizing the 

logistics infrastructure takes place both within the logistics 

means and in its control environment. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The present mainly theoretical research allows a number 
of conclusions. First of all, logistics present a huge reserve for 
minimizing logistics risks and transaction costs. Secondly, 
crossborder integration of supply chain demands application 
of comparatively analytical approach to analyzing 
neighboring logistics environments and revealing their 
dissimilarities. Vector and matrix representation of the task of 
crossborder integrating supply chains give a way for computer 
added decision making. Third, number of such dissimilarities 
and rate of their changes could be so substantial that only 
digital technologies can handle them. In the fourth, at the time 
of Fourth Industrial Revolution the digitizing logistics 
infrastructure has no alternative but has a lot of options: from 
mobile devices in hands of logistics managers up to AI on 
board of transportation means and other logistics facilities. In 
the fifth, the beacon of further digitizing logistics 
infrastructure is seen for us as a holistic auto-adjustable real-
virtual cyberspace having AI capacities which main feature is 
minimizing logistics transaction costs and risks due to 
crossborder integrating supply chains. At sixth, an example of 
issues of creating logistics infrastructure on the basis of a 
heterogeneous mesoeconomic system (such as Arctic Zone of 
Russian Federation) has shown that digitizing logistics 
infrastructures has to have a total nature relating to all logistics 
flows (material, informational, financial and human ones). 
Finally, issues of logistics are not-so-well conceptualized in 
Russia ad further research should be done by interdisciplinary 
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teams. This fact can have a negative effect on the training of 
logistics managers and IT specialists involved in digitizing 
logistics infrastructures. As a result, logistics operational risks 
could be increased and the proper way of digitizing logistics 
infrastructure could be slowed down. The authors hope that 
the conceptualization and formalization of the tasks of cross-
border integration of supply chains as well as corresponding 
graphic materials presented herein materials could be used in 
the teaching process. 
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